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Extending Machine Instructions
How to turn a processor temporarily into a microprogram control unit

– Addendum – 

Project history
The design ideas described here arose in the Eighties. The starting point was the task to develop
a successor to a  Z80-based multiprocessor system. Existing software had to be retained. So a
transition to one of the then-contemporary 16-bit microprocessors was not feasible. A more
detailed analysis had shown that only a few functions had to be accelerated. Extending the basic
Z80 system by a control storage instead of designing a microprogrammed accelerator was a
spontaneous idea. 

License conditions
The technical solutions communicated here can be used freely (open-source hardware / open-
source software). The terms of the CERN Open Hardware License Version 2 – Permissive apply.
Functionality, suitability for any purpose, and freedom from other property rights cannot be
guaranteed. The license terms – together with more detailed explanations – can be found at the
following Internet addresses:

https://www.ohwr.org/project/cernohl/wikis/home
https://www.ohwr.org/project/cernohl/wikis/Documents/CERN-OHL-version-2
https://ohwr.org/cern_ohl_p_v2.pdf
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Figure A1  Here, a single-board computer (SBCs) is shown. It features an 9th
memory bit, serving as parity or address compare stop bit (as shown in Figure
5). Details in [4] and [5].  The arrow points to the 32k • 9 bits DRAM memory,
populated by 18 DRAMs of 16 kbits.

Figure A2  The so-called SBC frame, displayed on a CRT. It allows for viewing
and altering the content of the processor’s registers, setting up compare stop
modes, and single-stepping through the program. Menu items are selected via
cursor keys (no mouse in those bygone times). A selected menu item is
displayed inversely (dark characters in a white rectangle). In fields filled with
zeros, hexadecimal numbers may be entered.
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Extending a conventional microprocessor system
When reading instructions, the control storage is addressed in the same way as the conventional
memory. The extension – principally an additional microinstruction – is loaded into the control
storage data register (CSDR). The extension control circuitry energizes control signals to load
data or addresses into output registers and feed register contents or literals to the data bus.

Figure A3  How the control storage and the accompanying circuitry fit into a
traditional microprocessor system.

1 Conventional memories.
2 Control storage and control storage data register. Here the control storage is shown as a ROM.

In practice, it is often a RAM that can be loaded in a particular access mode.
3 Extension control circuitry. 
4 Bidirectional data bus buffer. Disconnects the conventional memorioes from the data bus

when instruction or input data are to be injected.
5 Sideband output. The output data are literals in the microinstruction or come out of the

extension control circuitry. 
6 Address output. The data address of the current instruction is used as a bit pattern to be

output.
7 Data output. The bit pattern on the data bus is output. It may come out of the processor or out

of the memory.
8 Inject input data. If injected in a read cycle, they will be read by the processor, if injected in

a write cycle, they will be stored.
9 Inject an instruction. An instruction from outside is fed to the processor instead of the

instruction read out of the memory. A typical example is a NOP instruction causing the 
fetched instruction to be skipped.

Two examples of sideband effects

1. Disable interrupts temporarily
Sometimes there are sequences of instructions that must be not interrupted. A straightforward
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example is the generation of a pulse by setting an output bit, waiting the required time, and finally
clearing the bit, thus producing a pulse of a particular width. If this sequence is interrupted, the
width of the pulse can increase unpredictably; a few hundred nanoseconds may become many
milliseconds. The conventional remedy is to disable the interrupts by a DI instruction and enable
them by an EI instruction after the pulse has been generated. More often than not, however, such
program snippets are part of subroutines that run sometimes when interrupts are enabled and
sometimes when disabled.  In the latter case, the EI instruction will cause the program to crash,
provided it runs often enough.

A bit position in the microinstructions can be used to disable the interrupts temporarily without
impeding the interrupt control exerted by the interrupt enable flag (IF) in the processor’s flag
register.

Figure A4  Disabling interrupts temporarily. It does not require additional
instructions. 

2. Load various registers
Conventionally, loading application-specific registers require appropriate I/O instructions. Here
we solve this problem by accompanying microinstructions. Typical registers to be loaded this way
are backup registers, capture registers, assembly registers (for outputs wider than a machine
word), history buffers (for debugging and error handling), and the like. The advantage of this
principle is that loading such registers does not require additional clock cycles and hence does
not affect the real-time behavior of the machine.
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Figure A5  The content of a working register is to be saved into a backup
register by a SAVE microcommand and restored by a RESTORE
microcommand. WRK_DI/DO symbolize the input and output signals of the
register flip-flops by which the working register is connected to the ambient
circuitry.

Figure A6  Various registers are loaded by microcommands. SENSE captures
data from the outside world (a). EMIT causes the contents of various output
registers to appear in the outside world at once (b). CKPT (Checkpoint) loads
signals to be saved for debugging or error-handling into a log-out register or
history buffer, respectively (c). In this example, it is read out serially.

Injecting instructions
In Figure 13 of the article, we have shown the idea of feeding the processor with a NOP
instruction instead of the instruction it has addressed in the memory. This principle could be
applied beyond the conditional execution of the instruction. The basic idea is to inject something
other during the instruction fetch phase. When we inject NOPs, the instructions read out of the
memory could be tapped for other purposes. In memory locations accompanied by appropriate
extensions, arbitrary content could be stored. The stored words could be special-purpose
instructions controlling an accelerator or merely immediate data to be output.
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Thus it is possible to use the access width of the program memory and the instruction fetch cycles
for output purposes. Consecutive instruction fetches – without data accesses in between – are,
concerning data rate, often by far superior to programmed output loops.

Instead of NOPs, individual bits, bit fields, or complete instructions could be injected. Today, it
is doubtless not appropriate to implement application-specific circuits this way. Instead of beefing
up a processor with such tricks, we will simply choose a more powerful model. 

A sometimes useful application, however, could be to extend the processor's instruction set by
an EXECUTE instruction. Such an instruction causes a memory or register content to be executed
as an instruction. If this instruction causes a branch, the program continues in the direction of the
branch. Otherwise, the instruction following the EXECUTE instruction is executed. EXECUTE
may be thought of as a subroutine consisting of only one instruction.

In the early days of computer development, it was common practice to modify instructions in the
application program or to create them on the fly. For some time, however, so-called pure
procedures are preferred. These are programs that may not be changed during execution. Here,
the EXECUTE instruction is some kind of backdoor. This way, you may create your own
instructions even in pure procedures. Sometimes, this may come in handy to speed up program
sequences or circumvent shortcomings of the architecture.

Figure A7  Instruction output. Instructions extended this way never make it into
the processor. It will receive NOPs instead. So the memory may contain
arbitrary bit patterns. They may serve as special instructions (a) of an
accelerator or a peripheral control unit or may be output immediately (b).
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Figure A8  Modifying or substituting instructions from outside. Bits or bit fields
of the instruction may be injected (a). Think, for example, of an address field or
a literal value set or modified according to external conditions. Complete
instructions could also be injected (b). Here a program-accessible register is
shown to be loaded with an instruction that has been assembled by the
application program. Injecting such an instruction is equivalent to the EXECUTE
instruction provided in some legacy architectures. We could also think of
supplying a complete instruction from outside, for example, from another
processor in a multiprocessor system.
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